Abstract. A complete list of homogeneous operators in the Cowen -Douglas class Bn(D) is given. This classification is obtained from an explicit realization of all the homogeneous Hermitian holomorphic vector bundles on the unit disc under the action of the universal covering group of the bi-holomorphic automorphism group of the unit disc.
Introduction
A bounded linear operator T on a complex separable Hilbert space H is said to be homogeneous if its spectrum is contained in the closed unit disc and for every Möbius transformation g of the unit disc D, the operator g(T ) defined via the usual holomorphic functional calculus, is unitarily equivalent to T . To every homogeneous irreducible operator T there corresponds an associated projective unitary representation U of the Möbius group G:
The projective unitary representations of G lift to unitary representations of the universal coverG which are quite well-known. We can choose U g such that k → U k is a representation of the rotation group K ⊆ G. If H(n) = {x ∈ H : U k x = e i nθ x}, then T : H(n) → H(n+1) is a block shift. A complete classification of these for dim H(n) ≤ 1 was obtained in [1] using the representation theory ofG. First examples for dim H(n) = 2 appeared in [5] . Recently (cf. [4, 3] ), a m -parameter family of examples with dim H(n) = m was constructed. In the present announcement we show that the ideas of [4, 3] lead to a complete classification of the homogeneous operators in the Cowen -Douglas class. A Fredholm operator T on a Hilbert space H is said to be in the Cowen -Douglas class of the domain Ω ⊆ C if its eigenspaces E w , w ∈ Ω are of constant finite dimension. In the paper [2] , Cowen and Douglas show that (a) E ⊆ Ω × H with fiber E w at w ∈ Ω is a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over Ω, where the Hermitian structure is given by s w w = ι w s w H , s w ∈ E w , and ι w : E w → H is the inclusion map; (b) isomorphism classes of E correspond to unitary equivalence classes of T ; (c) the holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle E is irreducible if and only if the operator T is irreducible.
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It can be shown that a Cowen-Douglas operator is homogeneous if and only if the corresponding bundle is homogeneous underG. We describe below all irreducible homogeneous holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles over the unit disc and determine which ones of these correspond to homogeneous operators (necessarily irreducible) in the Cowen-Douglas class.
Homogeneous holomorphic vector bundles
The description of homogeneous vector bundles via holomorphic induction is wellknown. Let t ⊆ g C = sl(2, C) be the algebra Ch + Cy, where
provide a para-metrization of the homogeneous holomorphic vector bundles. TheG -invariant Hermitian structures on the homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle E (making it into a homogeneous holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle), if they exist, are given by ̺(K) -invariant inner products on the representation space. HereK is the stabilizer of 0 inG.
An inner product can be ̺(K) -invariant if and only if ̺(h) is diagonal with real diagonal elements in an appropriate basis. We are interested only in Hermitizable bundles, that is, those that admit a Hermitian structure. So, we will assume without restricting generality, that the representation space of ̺ is C n and that ̺(h) is a real diagonal matrix.
Since
We denote the corresponding elementary Hermitizable bundle by E (η,Y ) .
2.1. The Multiplier and Hermitian structures. As in [3] we will use a natural trivialization of E (η,Y ) . In this the sections of homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle A Hermitian structure on E (η,Y ) appears as the assignment of an inner product ·, · z on C n for z ∈ D. We can write ζ, ξ z = H(z)ζ, ξ , with H(z) ≻ 0.
Homogeneity as a Hermitian vector bundle is equivalent to
The Hermitian structure is then determined by H = H(0) which is a positive block diagonal matrix. We write (E (η,Y ) , H) for the vector bundle E (η,Y ) equipped with the Hermitian structure H. We note that (E (η,Y ) , H) ∼ = (E (η,AY A −1 ) , A * −1 HA) for any block diagonal invertible A. Therefore every homogeneous holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle is isomorphic with one of the form (E (η,Y ) , I). If E (η,Y ) has a reproducing kernel K which is the case for bundles corresponding to an operator in the Cowen-Douglas class, then K satisfies
and induces a Hermitian structure H given by H(0) = K(0, 0) −1 .
Construction of the bundles with reproducing kernel
For λ > 0, let A (λ) be the Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on the unit disc with reproducing kernel (1 − zw) −2λ . It is homogeneous under the multiplier g λ (z) for the action ofG. This gives a unitary representation ofG. Let 
We set H As remarked before, every homogeneous holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle is isomorphic to an (E (η,Y ) , I), here Y is unique up to conjugation by a block unitary. In this form, it is easy to tell whether the bundle is irreducible: this is the case if and only if Y is not the orthogonal direct sum of two matrices of the same block type as Y . We call such a Y irreducible.
Let P be the set of all (η, Y ) such that E (η,Y ) has a reproducing kernel. Using the formula for K Finally, we obtain the announced classification. Sketch of proof. There is a simple orthonormal system for the Hilbert space A (λ) . Hence we can find such a system for A (η) as well. Transplant it using Γ (η,Y ) to E (η,Y ) . The multiplication operator in this basis has a block diagonal form with M n := M | res H(n) : H(n) → H(n + 1). This description is sufficiently explicit to see: M n ∼ I + 0( 1 n ). Hence M is the sum of an ordinary block shift operator and a Hilbert Schmidt operator. This completes the proof.
